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and Siidraka have Santuljita and Maitreya; and these names
~ndicate a contented and a devoted companion of the hero. 11

legitimately provided, as in the social play of the Prakara1Ja
type, and the legendary play with a social background, the
Vidu$aka is mentioned by the general name only. 20

The rule about the name of the Viduljiaka is really speaking
unimportant. And 'yet, what must have led the theorists to
prescribeJhe rule was probably the conventional nature of this
dramatic character, which could be naturally suggested by an
appropriately symbolical name.
The divergence between theory and practice, however,
though again unimportant, is surprising. The later theorists
certainly must have been aware of the classical plays. How did
they fail to notice the deviations, at least in the plays of Kali
dasa? It appears that they possibly had some other minor
but currently popular plays before them on which they drew
for their rule, and which plays are now lost to us; or, what
appears to be more likely is that, they were prescribing a
mechanical rule, relying more on the prevailing tradition than
on a study of the available dramatic literature.
Whatever the proper name of the Vidii!?aka, it occurs only
in the spoken dialogue. The dramatists refer in their writings
to this character always by the general name Vidu$aka, as
th$y refer to the hero by the name Raja. This is undoubtedly
indicative of fixed character-types; and, consequently, of the
prevailing form of drama. Most of the Sanskrit plays are
court comedies; and so, the' king' and' jester' are invariably
associated with them. The form appears to have assumed
such a fixed character that the dramatists did not find it
necessary to mention the ' hero' and his ' companion' by their
real names, except in actual conversation. It is only in the
mythological, epic and social plays that the hero is mentioned
by his real name. But even here, when the Vidiiljiaka can be
111
'Brgl!' obviously means' contented'. And ~l! may be
explained as Pl~ ffi!:I: ~~l!: , ' one who is well-disposed towards a
friend'. therefore, a real and sincere friend.
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There appears to be some doubt regarding the correct
explanation of this general name, Viduljiaka. Keith took it to
mean' one given to abuse' and connected the Vidiiljiaka thereby
to the Brahmadirin of the Mahavrata 21. It has been explained
that this cannot be correct.

\J I

Another attempt to explain the name has been made on the
assumption that the Viduljiaka "represents a caricature of the
learned Purohita who was the sole adviser of the king in almost
all home-affairs", and by taking " the Prakritic basis of his
name" as a good proof for his being a popular creation. The
name is thus explained: "The name Vidii$akalf is just a
hyper-Sanskritic back-formation of Prakrit viuso or viusao
( with k-suffix) which is to be connected with vidvas. " 22

~urc

It is very difficult to accept that the Vidu$aka is a caricature

of the Purohita. The Vidiiljiaka may hold the Brahmin caste to
ridicule; but there are many other persons, like the king himself,
the king's officers, the courtesans and maids whom he makes
targets for his fun, and who do not belong to the Brahmin
caste. If the Vidiiljiaka, therefore, ~aricatured his own class, it
is in a general way that he did so. There is no particular type
of Brahmin that is the basis of the Viduljiaka's fun. And if at
all it occasionally were, it is the ~rotriya rather than the
Purohita who could have been a fitter subject for comic expo
20
See Mrc. Of the legendary play the illustrations are A vi.
of Bhasa, Vik. and Siik. of Kiilidasa and so on. The exception
is a late Rama drama, Adbhutadarpa1Ja, where the Viduljiaka is
mentioned by his character name.
U
Sk. Dr., p. 39.
2Z
Dr. A. N. Upadhye, Candralekhii (Bharatiya Vidya
Series, Vol. 6; Bombay, 1945) ; Introduction, pp. 26- 2 7.
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sure. The boast about learning, the daily routine of ablution
and recitation of sacred texts, the love of food and cowardice,
are characteristics to be associated with a Srotriya. The
Purohita was no doubt a learned Brahmin; but his capability
and wisdom lay in quite another sphere. The Purohita was not
required to win royal favour and presents of Swastiviicana by
parading his learning. He held an important post mainly as a
Counsellor on military and political matters; and since it is on
record that the Purohita accompanied the king on his campaigns,
a trait like cowardice which is generally associated with the
Vidii~aka is inconceivable in the case of the Purohita. What is
there in the Purohita then that can be comically represented?
Finally, the fact that dramatists like Kalidasa and Vijaya
bhaHarikii put both the Purohita and the Vidii~aka in one and
the same play, 23 should have been a warning against such an
assumption. For, artistically it is not possible that the original
and the caricature could exist side by side on the stage, except
if the caricature were of a very broad type representing the
general class.

That the Vidii;;aka happens to be a Brahmin and speaks in
Prakrit are questions which, as a matter of fact, need. not be
mixed up with the explanation of the name. A separate
explanation of those questions can be very plausibly furnished. 24
An explanation of this nature, it is true, can be very helpful
and suggestive. But to regard it as a positive proof for the
origin of this dramatic character is apt to be hasty, unless there
were independent corroborative evidence to prove the same.

It appears that the term Purohita came to denote only an
, officiating or family priest' in later days and lost its connection
with active political affairs. Brahmin priests came to be
appointed in royal families; they were called Purohita; some
times, it may be presumed, they performed the function of
managing the religious affairs of the king as well as of advising
and entertaining the king. It is in this way that we can
understand how Rajasekhara's Vidiisaka acts as an officiating
'priest at the wedding of the hero in Viddhasalabhanjikii, and
how Mahodara in Adbhutadarpa1Ja, who is a family-priest, is
appointed by RiivaI)a as a 'minister of love-affairs '. It is a
combination of two roles in one person. One is not a caricature
of the other.
23
In Siik., for instance. The play Kaumudimahotsava of
Queen VijayabhaHarikii has the Vidii;;aka and the Purohita
present in a single identical scene in the fifth act.

Hence, it appears to me quite unnecessary to look upon the
name Vidii;;aka as a back-formation from Prakrit, although it
may be philologically possible. But I suspect an anachronism
here. The recent studies tend to prove that the Sanskrit drama
originally must have been in Sanskrit, and it gradually made
increasing use of the Prakrit which was fast becoming the spoken
language of the general mass of people. The Vidu~aka in the
original plays could not have but spoken in Sanskrit; and this
is proved by the character of the Vidii~aka in the Javanese
drama which is an adaptation from the Indian drama. 25 Further,
the name Vidii~aka appears in Paumacariya as Vidiisaga, 26
where it is obviously a Prakritisation from the original Sanskrit.
But the Kathasaritsiigara has a story of a Brahmin, whose name
is Vidu;;aka, and who is represented as a very courageous,
obliging and noble Brahmin. 27 This is at least an indication
that the name Vidu$aka has, socially speaking, no connotation
of a stupid Brahmin boasting of his uncertain learning or of the
privileges of his caste.
24

UAGE.
25
26

27

vv.

See Chapters IV and VI, entitled CASTE and LANG
See also Ch. II.
See note (34) and ( 3S) to Ch. I.
Paumacariya, I. 19. See Note (2g) to Ch. III.
KatM., LavaI)aka Larilbaka III, Taranga iv. See esp.
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The explanation of the name must, therefore, be sought not
in a social context but in the context of the drama only.
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In the particular item of the Purvaranga known as Trigata
(literally, the talk of the three, the three being, the Siitradhara,
his Assistant and the Vidii~aka), the Vidu!?aka holds conversa
tion with the Assistant, which Bharata describes as ' V idu$aka
vidu~italJ. '28 M. Ghosh translates this as 'The jester who finds
fault (with his words) .. : .29 An alternative reading is' 1!irupital}',
which should mean' spoiled '. Obviously, the explanation of
the name is suggested here. The word is to be derived from
the root ' du~ , with the preposition' vi ' : dUf has the sense of
, to blame, find fault with, spoil'. This nature is attributed to
the actor Vidu~aka because he turns the entire conversation into
a different key and evokes a smile from the Siitradhara: In
other words, the fault-finding etc. is intended only for laughter;
and this particular humorous mode that the Vidu~aka adopts for
his speech is what is denoted by the preposition vi, which thus
means viSe~e1Ja. The word V idu?aka, therefore, means, 'one
who has a characteristic mode of fault-finding, or spoiling, with.
it view to evoking laughter' ; and this fits with the role that the
Vidu~aka is expected to play in the Purvaranga.
In the play' itself, the speech and action of the Vidii~aka
have the same characteristic mode and purpose. Among the
later theorists, Ramacandra30 tells us that, " The Vidu~akas are

-------

'!1ft1fT~'fiB~~ ~~f9]:fm: I (v. 1. ~~qa: )
yrrfim: ~'SI'91~O'J ~1Tii" B~~ II
NS. GOS, V. 141 ; not found in KM and KSS.
29
M. Ghosh's translation is, " In the Three Men's Talk an
Assistant talks with the Jester who finds fault with his words
which are, [however 1 supported by the Director. "-The Niipya
siistra, p. 94·
.,
30
Read: ~ ~iitF'r<lt ~"~~iTT<:9(,!T.ttf:m~r.mt;nllO'J ~;q~
28

lf~W;f l:If.'9 f<!~UJ ~!{i l:Ifr'9ilT '<{ ~~ l('!~a' f<r.n~~~, fcilR'll'l1

i P.I.;~IJ;a:I~",
r.t~I{t(RflId ~~q~:
ND. GOS, Comm. on IV. 168, (p. 199 ).
I

so called because the ascetic and other types of them, spoil
peace by conflicts, conflict by peace, in a particular manner, as
the occasion demands, in the case of heroes in separation of love
and when they are alone; that is, they remove them ( viz. peace
and conflict) ; the separation, however, they ca1~se to be forgotten
by affording diversion ... Ramacandra thus confirms the etymo
logical explanation, ViSe$etta dU$ayanti .... iti Vida$akii~' and
his paraphrase of du~ayanti by viniisayanti and vismiirayanti,
lays bare the purpose of the Vidui?aka's speech, which is satiris
ing any situation with a view to evoking laughter or providing
diversion. He is not a mere Du~aka, a fault-finder; he does it
in his characteristic humorous manner, vise$et;ta ; and hence, theu-h-e
name.
~ait'~
t

Socially speaking, the role of the Vidu$aka is critical. The
author of the Kiimasatra informs that the Vidii~aka, as a com
panion of the Courtesan and. the Nagaraka and enjoying their
affection and confidence, criticises their conduct when he finds
them going wrong; and in virtue of this chastising, he is known
as the ' Vidii~aka '. But he is also a sport; and he moves about
in public houses and in literary clubs provoking many-sided
laughter; he is, therefore, known by another name' Vaihasika "
the jester. 31
These explanations leave no doubt about the rrieaning of the
name: The Vidii~aka is a critic, a jester; 'a spoiler for fun '.
He combines in his role humorous laughter as well as a critical
attitude towards the incongruities of life. The root du~ indicates
the latter and the preposition vi the former.

31
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Ka. SU. Comm. on I.iv. 46. See Note (28 )toCh. II•.
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